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Abstract

We present a statistical investigation of the seasonal effect on hemispheric asymmetry in the auroral currents during low (Kp

$<$ 2) and high (Kp $\geq$ 2) geomagnetic activity. Five years of magnetic data from the Swarm satellites has been analysed

by applying the spherical elementary current system (SECS) method. Bootstrap resampling has been used to remove the

seasonal differences between the hemispheres in the dataset. In general, the currents are larger in the Northern Hemisphere

(NH) than in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). Asymmetry is larger during low than high Kp, and during winter and autumn

than summer and spring. The NH/SH ratio for FACs in winter, autumn, spring and summer are 1.17 $\pm$ 0.05, 1.14 $\pm$
0.05, 1.07 $\pm$ 0.04 and 1.02 $\pm$ 0.04, respectively. The largest asymmetry is observed during low Kp winter, when the

excess in the NH currents is 21$\pm$5\% in FAC, 14 $\pm$ 3\% in curl-free (CF), and 10$\pm$3\% in divergence-free (DF)

current. We also find that evening sector (13-24 MLT) contributes more to the high NH/SH ratio than the morning (01-12

MLT) sector. The physical mechanisms producing the hemispheric asymmetry are not presently understood. We calculated the

background ionospheric conductances during low Kp conditions from the IRI, NRLMSISE and CHAOS models. The results

indicate that only a small part of the hemispheric asymmetry can be explained by variations in the solar induced conductances.
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Abstract12

We present a statistical investigation of the seasonal effect on hemispheric asymmetry13

in the auroral currents during low (Kp < 2) and high (Kp ≥ 2) geomagnetic activity.14

Five years of magnetic data from the Swarm satellites has been analysed by applying15

the spherical elementary current system (SECS) method. Bootstrap resampling has been16

used to remove the seasonal differences between the hemispheres in the dataset. In gen-17

eral, the currents are larger in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) than in the Southern Hemi-18

sphere (SH). Asymmetry is larger during low than high Kp, and during winter and au-19

tumn than summer and spring. The NH/SH ratio for FACs in winter, autumn, spring20

and summer are 1.17 ± 0.05, 1.14 ± 0.05, 1.07 ± 0.04 and 1.02 ± 0.04, respectively. The21

largest asymmetry is observed during low Kp winter, when the excess in the NH currents22

is 21±5% in FAC, 14 ± 3% in curl-free (CF), and 10±3% in divergence-free (DF) cur-23

rent. We also find that evening sector (13-24 MLT) contributes more to the high NH/SH24

ratio than the morning (01-12 MLT) sector. The physical mechanisms producing the hemi-25

spheric asymmetry are not presently understood. We calculated the background iono-26

spheric conductances during low Kp conditions from the IRI, NRLMSISE and CHAOS27

models. The results indicate that only a small part of the hemispheric asymmetry can28

be explained by variations in the solar induced conductances.29

1 Introduction30

Several previous observational and model-based studies have investigated the ef-31

fects of seasons on the auroral current systems (e.g., Fujii et al., 1981; Papitashvili et al.,32

2002; Christiansen et al., 2002; Juusola et al., 2009; Green et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2017,33

and references therein). With the auroral current systems, we refer to both the field aligned34

current (FAC) and ionospheric horizontal currents. The horizontal part of the auroral35

current system can further be divided into Pedersen and Hall currents which can in many36

situtations be approximated by the curl-free (CF) and divergence-free (DF) horizontal37

current components, respectively.38

From TRIAD satellite data in the Northern Hemisphere (NH), Fujii et al. (1981)39

found the seasonal effect to be confined mainly on the dayside and the intensity of FAC40

amplitude in summer to be about twice as large as in winter. From model calculation,41

Papitashvili et al. (2002) found 1.35 times stronger FAC in the local summer than the42

winter season. From Ørsted satellite magnetic field measurements for the northern win-43

ter and southern summer seasons, Christiansen et al. (2002) calculated the southern sum-44

mer to northern winter ratio of FAC during quiet and disturbed conditions to be 1.5 and45

1.8, respectively. Juusola et al. (2009) using CHAMP data and Green et al. (2009) us-46

ing Iridium constellation found 1.4 and 1.3 times stronger FAC in the summer than the47

winter season, respectively. From Swarm magnetic measurements, Huang et al. (2017)48

reported about 1.5 times stronger eastward electrojet in local summer than in winter,49

while the westward electrojet was less dependent on seasons. In summary, the summer50

to winter ratio in auroral currents has been reported to be from 1.35 to 2. Much of the51

seasonal variations are attributed to the solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation con-52

tribution to the ionospheric conductivity.53

Hemispheric asymmetry in currents at high latitudes has been reported in several54

previous studies (Green et al., 2009; Coxon et al., 2016; Laundal et al., 2016; Milan et55

al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017; Workayehu et al., 2019). Green et al. (2009) found larger56

average currents in the NH than SH using the cross-track component of magnetic field57

data measured by Iridium satellites. However, the authors concluded that the difference58

can be explained in terms of the Iridium orbit configuration. Coxon et al. (2016) and59

Milan et al. (2017) using the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Re-60

sponse Experiment (AMPERE) data showed that averaged over several years, currents61

in the NH were clearly larger than in the SH. Coxon et al. (2016) suggested that the NH62
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may react more strongly to dayside reconnection than the SH, while Milan et al. (2017)63

stated that it is not clear if this difference is instrumental or real. Laundal et al. (2017)64

raised the question of the role of data analysis method with respect to this result, and65

suggest further studies. Huang et al. (2017) studied the seasonal and Interplanetary Mag-66

netic Field (IMF) dependence of FAC and Hall currents within the auroral ionosphere67

using Swarm magnetometer data. They found larger auroral electrojets in the NH than68

in the SH during local summer seasons.69

Recently Workayehu et al. (2019), here after referred to as Paper 1, presented sta-70

tistical distributions of the auroral current systems, FACs as well as the horizontal curl-71

free (CF) and divergence-free (DF) currents, both in the NH and SH during low (Kp <72

2) and high (Kp ≥ 2) geomagnetic activity conditions by using Swarm satellite data. We73

examined Hemispheric differences of auroral currents averaged over all local seasons in74

terms of the north to south ratios of integrated FACs and averaged horizontal currents.75

We found significant hemispheric asymmetry during low activity conditions, with about76

10% more intense currents in the NH than SH. The hemispheric differences were not sta-77

tistically significant during high activity conditions. We speculated that the larger hemi-78

spheric asymmetry during low than high activity conditions might be due to differences79

in the local ionospheric conditions, such as background conductivity and differences in80

the magnetic field strength and configuration.81

In this paper, we extend the analysis carried out in Paper 1 by studying the effect82

of seasons on the hemispheric asymmetry of FACs and horizontal currents during low83

and high geomagnetic activity conditions. We use five years of Swarm data, from 15 April84

2014 to 14 April 2019, which is about 16 months more than in Paper 1. In data anal-85

ysis, we utilize the Spherical Elementary Current Systems (SECS) data analysis method86

(Amm et al., 2015; Juusola et al., 2016; Vanhamäki et al., 2020) like in Paper 1. In this87

paper, the seasonal dependence of the hemispheric asymmetry under different geomag-88

netic activity is studied for the first time to our knowledge.89

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the90

data and data analysis methods including the bootstrap resampling method. In Section91

3, we present the seasonal dependence of FACs and horizontal currents for the NH and92

SH. In Section 4, we present the Kp and seasonal dependence of FACs and horizontal93

currents for the NH and SH. In order to compare the hemispheric differences in the iono-94

spheric background conductivity during different seasons, we calculate conductances for95

geomagnetically quiet conditions from the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model96

in Section 5. Finally in Section 6, we present the discussion and conclusions of the study.97

2 Data analysis98

2.1 Swarm data and SECS analysis method99

The Swarm data set, data processing, magnetic field data analysis procedures and100

coordinate systems used in the analysis were explained in Paper 1, and are briefly sum-101

marised here.102

In this study, we utilize data measured by Swarm A and Swarm C satellites from103

15 April 2014 to 14 April 2019. Specifically, we use the level-1b calibrated 1 Hz magnetic104

field data (the 0505 dataset). For FAC and horizontal current estimation, we first ob-105

tain the variation magnetic field data by subtracting a background magnetic field model106

(CHAOS-6-x8, Finlay et al. (2016)) from measured magnetic field data. During the time107

we were analysing the data, the CHAOS-6-x8 was the latest extension of the CHAOS-108

6 model using Swarm 0505 data up to February 8, 2019 and ground observations data109

as available in February 2019. Note that CHAOS-6 model is a geomagnetic field model110

combining Earth’s core, crust and magnetospheric currents.111
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The Spherical Elementary Current Systems (SECS) method (Amm et al., 2015; Ju-112

usola et al., 2016; Workayehu et al., 2019; Vanhamäki et al., 2020) is used to estimate113

FAC and horizontal currents. For estimating currents using the Swarm/SECS analysis114

method, we first discard magnetic data poleward of ±80◦ geographic latitude, where the115

longitudinal separation between Swarm A and C becomes too small for a reliable cur-116

rent estimation using this method. Then, the locations of the satellite’s magnetic foot-117

points and the vector data are converted to Spherical-AACGM (SPH-AACGM) coor-118

dinates (see Paper 1).119

The data from each orbit are divided into four overflights between [50◦, 80◦] and120

[-50◦, -80◦] SPH-AACGM latitudes, and we discard that part of an overflight where the121

satellite path is nearly parallel to the SPH-AACGM latitudes, since the analysis method122

fails in that situation. For each overflight, components of the magnetic field variations123

are fitted with the 1-dimensional (1-D) and 2-dimensional (2-D) SECS (e.g., Vanhamäki124

& Juusola, 2020). The 1-D SECSs describe only latitudinal variations, while the 2-D SECSs125

describe both latitudinal and longitudinal variations. Detailed description of the fitting126

procedure is given in Paper 1. Finally, the AACGM coordinate system (Shepherd, 2014)127

is used for binning the estimated results and calculating the statistical averages.128

2.2 Division into seasons, and low and high Kp conditions129

To explore the effect of seasons on the hemispheric asymmetry in FACs and iono-130

spheric horizontal currents under different geomagnetic activity levels, we divide the oval131

crossings into four local seasons: NH spring and SH autumn (± 45 days around March132

equinox), NH summer and SH winter (± 45 days around June solstice), NH autumn and133

SH spring (± 45 days around September equinox), and NH winter and SH summer (±134

45 days around December solstice).135

In Section 4 we further group the oval crossings in each local season into two ge-136

omagnetic activity levels based on Kp index with Kp<2 and Kp≥2. All oval crossing in137

each season with Kp<2 are defined as the low Kp condition while the remaining data138

with Kp≥2 are defined as high Kp condition. With this criterion, the number of sam-139

ples is roughly equal for both categories. The same criterion was used in Paper 1. Fig-140

ure 1 shows the distribution of oval crossings as a function of Kp index for the four lo-141

cal seasons in the NH and SH. For each season, the peak of the total distribution is at142

Kp=1−, and disturbed conditions with Kp ≥ 5 are sparse. This is consistent with the143

fact that the studied time interval takes place after the sunspot maximum in the declin-144

ing phase of solar cycle 24.145

2.3 Bootstrapping146

From Figure 1, one can easily see the hemispheric differences in the Kp distribu-147

tion in each local season. For example, for local winter (summer) seasons during low Kp148

conditions the number of oval crossings in the SH is larger (smaller) than that of the NH,149

while the difference is vice versa during high Kp conditions. Similarly, a small hemispheric150

difference is also seen in the local spring and autumn seasons (panels: b and d).151

We correct for the hemispheric and seasonal differences in the Kp distributions by152

using bootstrap resampling (also known as bootstrapping). Bootstrapping is a statis-153

tical method that relies on random sampling with replacement from the original data154

(e.g., Chernick & LaBudde, 2011; Dekking & Meester, 2005). In this study, the original155

data are the Swarm oval crossings in each local season. In order to re-sample from the156

original data, we first define sampling distribution (or bootstrap distribution) accord-157

ing to which we randomly take samples from the original data distribution. Bootstrap-158

ping is done in such a way that the number of Swarm oval crossings in each Kp bin is159

the same for the four local seasons in both hemispheres. This sampling distribution is160
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Figure 1. Distribution of Swarm oval crossings as function of Kp index for the four local sea-

sons in the Northern (NH, blue) and Southern (SH, yellow) hemispheres. The red dashed line is

the re-sampling (bootstrap) distribution of oval crossings. Oval crossings during the low Kp (Kp

< 2) and high Kp (Kp≥ 2) conditions are separated by the vertical dashed line.

shown by the red dashed lines in Figure 1. For each local season, a total of 1000 boot-161

strap samples are randomly taken with replacement from the original data. Each boot-162

strap sample has the same number of oval crossings as the original dataset. Similar method163

was used in Paper 1 to remove the seasonal bias in the total Kp distribution, but in this164

study our aim is to make the seasons directly comparable to each other.165

The average ionospheric horizontal currents and FACs in each 1◦ AACGM latitude166

by 1 h MLT grid cells are calculated for each of the 1000 bootstrap samples. From this,167

we have 1000 different distributions of the average values. Then, the median values of168

the average current densities in each grid cell are calculated from bootstrap statistics.169

These results, presented in Section 3 are our best estimates for the current densities in170

each grid cell.171

3 Seasonal dependence172

In this section we present the seasonal variation of the median FACs and horizon-173

tal currents calculated from the bootstrap statistics for all Kp values (Kp ≤ 6+). In or-174

der to quantify the seasonal and hemispheric differences in FACs and horizontal CF and175

DF currents, we calculate the total integrated FAC values, and the average horizontal176

CF and DF currents for the four local seasons using the same formula as in Paper 1, sum-177

marized below.178
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For each local season in each hemisphere, the total FAC value flowing between [60◦,
80◦] AACGM latitudes and all MLTs is obtained by

I =

M∑
m=1

|FACm|Sm, (1)

where FACm is the FAC density in grid cell m, Sm is grid cell area calculated using the179

AACGM coordinates and M is the total number of grid cells. The integrated FAC val-180

ues contain contributions both from the upward and downward FACs.181

For the CF and DF currents, we first calculate the magnitude of the current den-
sities in each grid cell as the square root of the sum of the squares of meridional (pos-
itive southward) and zonal (positive eastward) current density components. The aver-
age CF and DF current values between [60◦, 80◦] are then calculated between [60◦, 80◦]
AACGM latitudes over all MLTs using the formula

I =
1

M

M∑
m=1

∆m,φ

√
J2
m,φ + J2

m,θ, (2)

where Jm,θ and Jm,φ are the meridional and zonal current density components in grid182

cell m, respectively, M is the total number of grid cells between [60◦, 80◦] AACGM lat-183

itudes and over all MLTs, while ∆m,θ is the zonal dimension of the grid cell calculated184

by using the AACGM coordinates.185

Figure 2. Bootstrapped data point distribution for the four local seasons in the NH and SH

for the time period from 15 April 2014 to 14 April 2019. The plots are given in AACGM latitude

by MLT.

Figure 2 shows the bootstrapped distributions of data points in the two hemispheres186

for the four local seasons for the whole time period. In all local seasons the NH has more187

data points than the SH poleward of ±66◦ AACGM latitude, while the SH has more sam-188

ples between 60◦ and 65◦ AACGM latitudes. This is due to the difference in the loca-189

tions of AACGM poles relative to the GEO poles in the two hemispheres and the Swarm190

A and C satellites’ near polar orbits (see Figure 1 in Paper 1).191
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Figure 3. Distributions of median FAC density (a - d), median CF current density (e - h)

and median DF current density (i - l) for the four local seasons during all (Kp ≤ 6 +) activity

conditions in the NH and SH. Downward FAC is defined positive (red color). The magnitudes

and flow directions of median CF and DF currents are shown in color and arrows, respectively.

The plots are given in AACGM latitude by MLT. For both hemispheres, the noon (12 MLT) is at

the top and evening (18 MLT) is at the left and the lowest latitude is 60 ◦.

Figure 3 panels (a - d) show distributions of median FAC densities obtained with192

bootstrapping in both hemispheres for all four local seasons. The well known R1 and R2193
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current systems are clearly seen in all seasons. In both hemispheres, the dawnside FACs194

seem to be stronger in summer than in winter. The duskside FAC is stronger on the day-195

side in summer than in winter, but on the pre-midnight sector FACs in winter are stronger196

than in summer between 19 and 24 MLT. This is in line with previous report by Ohtani197

et al. (2005) who showed more intense FACs flowing in the dark (winter) than sunlit (sum-198

mer) ionosphere between 20 and 02 MLTs. In order to see the seasonal variations more199

clearly, we compare the total integrated FACs in the local spring, autumn and summer200

seasons with the integrated value in the local winter for both hemispheres. The local spring,201

autumn and summer-to-local winter ratios and 90% confidence intervals of integrated202

FACs in the NH (SH) are 1.15 ± 0.04 (1.26 ± 0.06), 1.23 ± 0.04 (1.27 ± 0.06) and 1.33203

± 0.05 (1.53 ± 0.08), respectively. The summer-to-winter ratios in both hemispheres are204

in agreement with previous studies (e.g., Papitashvili et al., 2002; Christiansen et al., 2002;205

Juusola et al., 2009). Overall, the seasonal ratios in the NH and SH are not equal indi-206

cating the existence of hemispheric differences on the seasonal variations of FACs. The207

amplitude of the seasonal variation is larger in SH than in NH.208

Figure 3 panels (e - h) show distributions of median CF currents (both magnitude209

and vectors) in both hemispheres for all four local seasons. The CF currents flow pole-210

ward (equatorward) in the evening (morning) sector and part of the CF current is also211

flowing across the polar cap from morning to evening connecting the downward R1 (morn-212

ing sector) current to the upward R1 (evening sector) current. Around midnight and noon213

MLT sectors the CF currents flow westward and eastward, respectively. The magnitudes214

of the CF currents in the dusk and dawn sectors are more prominent during local sum-215

mer than winter season. The only exception is winter 19-23 MLT, when CF current is216

stronger in winter than in summer in NH. This is in accordance with Juusola et al. (2009),217

who however combined data from both hemispheres. The local spring, autumn and sum-218

mer to local winter ratios of average CF currents in the NH (SH) are 1.13 ± 0.03 (1.28219

± 0.03 ), 1.28 ± 0.03 (1.28 ± 0.03) and 1.45 ± 0.03 (1.58 ± 0.04), respectively. In the220

SH, the average CF current in the local autumn and spring seasons are equal, while the221

average CF current in the NH during autumn is larger than the current in the local spring.222

Visually, the hemispheric differences are more evident in the local winter and autumn223

seasons than local spring and summer seasons, with larger CF current intensities in the224

NH than SH.225

Figure 3 panels (i - l) show distributions of median DF currents (both magnitude226

and vectors) in both hemispheres for all four local seasons. The DF currents flow east-227

ward in the evening and westward in the morning sectors, which displays the eastward228

and westward electrojets, EEJ and WEJ, respectively. In the local winter seasons, an229

extension of the WEJ flows poleward of the EEJ current around the pre-midnight MLT230

sector. A reverse EEJ (sunward flowing) in the dawn MLT sector is also seen poleward231

of the WEJ in the local summer seasons. In both hemispheres, the seasonal variation232

of median DF current is clearly seen in the evening MLT sector EEJ with the smallest233

and largest currents in the local winter and summer season, respectively. The local spring,234

autumn and summer to local winter ratios of average DF currents in the NH (SH) are235

1.14 ± 0.03 (1.25 ± 0.03 ), 1.26 ± 0.03 (1.25 ± 0.03 ) and 1.50 ± 0.03 (1.58 ± 0.03 ),236

respectively. Comparison of the average DF currents flowing in the dawn and dusk MLT237

sectors indicate that the seasonal dependence is stronger in EEJ than in WEJ. The lo-238

cal summer-to-winter ratio of EEJ are 1.77 ± 0.04 and 1.97 ± 0.04 in the NH and SH,239

respectively. These values are slightly larger than reported by Huang et al. (2017), who240

noticed that the value of EEJ during local summer is larger by a factor of 1.5 than the241

local winter. Like FACs, the ratios for DF currents in local autumn and spring indicate242

that stronger average current flows in the local autumn than in the local spring in the243

NH, while in the SH the DF current in the local spring and autumn are equal.244

To show the seasonal variation in the hemispheric asymmetry in currents more clearly,245

we calculate the integrated FAC, average CF and DF currents, and the corresponding246
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Figure 4. Median values of integrated FAC (a), average CF (c) and average DF (e) current

intensities as function of seasons for all Kp conditions together in the NH and SH. The bottom

panels are the median NH/SH ratios of FAC (b), CF current (d) and DF current (f). The error

bars are the 90% confidence intervals.

NH/SH ratios for the four local seasons separately for each of the bootstrap samples dis-247

cussed in Section 2.3. After that,we calculate the median NH/SH ratios and the corre-248

sponding 90% confidence intervals.249

Figure 4 panels (a, b) show the seasonal variation of integrated FACs and median250

NH/SH ratios. The seasonal variation pattern of FACs is clearly different in the NH and251

SH. In the NH, integrated FACs in the local autumn and spring seasons are asymmet-252

ric, while they are symmetric in the SH. Comparison of values in each local season shows253

that larger currents are flowing in NH than in SH for winter, spring and autumn seasons,254

while in summer the currents in the two hemispheres are equal within the confidence level.255

The median NH/SH ratios in winter, spring, autumn and summer are 1.17 ± 0.05, 1.07256

± 0.04, 1.14 ± 0.05 and 1.02 ± 0.04, respectively, which indicate the hemispheric asym-257

metry is statistically significant in the local winter, spring and autumn seasons. The largest258

hemispheric asymmetry occur in winter and autumn seasons.259

Figure 4 panels (c, d) show the seasonal variation of average CF currents and me-260

dian NH/SH ratios. Similar to the integrated FAC values, the average CF currents show261

seasonal dependence with the largest and smallest currents in the local summer and win-262

ter seasons, respectively, with the values in the local spring and autumn seasons in be-263

tween. In the local spring the value in SH is slightly larger than in NH, while in local264

autumn the current in the NH is significantly larger than SH. In the SH the local au-265

tumn and spring seasons are symmetric, but in the NH local autumn and spring seasons266

are asymmetric. The median NH/SH ratios of CF currents are 1.10 ± 0.02, 0.97 ± 0.02,267

1.09 ± 0.02 and 1.01 ± 0.02 in winter, spring, autumn and summer, respectively. Like268

FACs, the largest hemispheric asymmetry occurs in winter and autumn, while the hemi-269

spheres are largely symmetric in spring and summer.270

Figure 4 panels (e, f) show the seasonal variations of average DF currents and me-271

dian NH/SH ratios. The seasonal variation of the average DF current has similar pat-272

tern as in the average CF current, with the largest and smallest currents in the local sum-273

mer and winter seasons, respectively. In the SH the local autumn and spring seasons the274

DF currents are symmetric, but in the NH the average DF currents in the local autumn275

and spring seasons are asymmetric. The median NH/SH ratios are 1.08 ± 0.03, 0.98 ±276
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0.02, 1.09 and 1.03 ± 0.02 in winter, spring, autumn and summer seasons, respectively.277

Like for FACs and horizontal CF currents, the largest hemispheric asymmetry in the hor-278

izontal DF currents occurs in winter and autumn.279

4 Kp and seasonal dependence280

In Paper 1 we showed that the hemispheres are asymmetric for low (Kp<2) activ-281

ity conditions, while the hemispheres are largely symmetric during geomagnetically ac-282

tive conditions (Kp ≥ 2). Now we study how the geomagnetic activity effects are seen283

during different seasons. Section 3 showed that the largest NH/SH asymmetry occurs284

in winter and autumn, and the smallest in summer and spring within the studied five285

years period. The current values are most intense in summer and weakest in winter. There-286

fore, we have selected winter and summer seasons for plots showing the full magnetic lat-287

itude - MLT distributions of currents during low (Kp < 2) and high (Kp ≥ 2) geomag-288

netic activity conditions in Figure 5.289

Figure 5 panels (a-d) show the distributions of median FACs in the local winter290

and summer seasons during low (a, b) and high (c, d) geomagnetic activity conditions291

in the NH and SH. As expected, FAC densities become stronger and the oval expands292

equatorward as the activity changes from low to high, during both local winter and sum-293

mer seasons. Visually, the FAC densities seem to be significantly stronger in the NH than294

in the SH during local winter under low activity conditions, while in the local summer,295

the FAC densities in the two hemispheres seem to be quite similar under both low and296

high activity conditions.297

Figure 6 quantifies the magnitudes of currents and NH/SH ratios. Figure 6 pan-298

els (a, b) show the seasonal variations of integrated FACs in the NH and SH during low299

(a) and high (b) activity conditions for all the four seasons. Here, the seasonal variation300

of FAC is clearly seen with the largest and smallest currents in the local summer and301

winter, respectively. The error bars are the 90% confidence ranges. During low activ-302

ity conditions, the error bars for the local winter, spring and autumn are not overlap-303

ping. This indicates statistically significant hemispheric difference in these seasons, with304

larger FAC flowing in the NH than SH. The hemispheric difference is larger during low305

Kp conditions. The seasonal patterns of FAC variations in the NH and SH are more sim-306

ilar during low than high activity conditions. In the NH the local autumn and local spring307

are more asymmetric during high than low activity conditions. In the SH the integrated308

FAC during local autumn and spring seasons are equal.309
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Figure 5. Distributions of median FAC density (a-d), median CF current density (e-h) and

median DF current density (i-l) for the local winter and summer seasons during low (Kp<2, left

panels) and high (Kp≥ 2, right panels) activity conditions in the NH and SH. The magnitudes

and flow directions of median CF and DF currents are shown in color and arrows, respectively.

Note that the color scales for low and high activity levels are different.
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Figure 6 panel (c) shows the seasonal variation of the median NH/SH ratios and310

the corresponding 90% confidence range of FACs obtained from bootstrapping for both311

low (solid line) and high (dashed line) magnetic activity conditions. Panel 6 (c) confirms312

the visual inspection of Figure 5 that during winter the NH/SH ratio is higher for low313

than for high Kp conditions. The values of the median NH/SH ratios during low (high)314

activity conditions are 1.21 ± 0.06 (1.06 ± 0.05) in winter, 1.12 ± 0.05 (1.02 ± 0.05) in315

spring, 1.17 ± 0.06 (1.08 ± 0.06) in autumn and 1.01 ± 0.05 (1.00 ± 0.04) in summer.316

The hemispheric asymmetry is statistically significant in winter, spring and autumn for317

low Kp conditions, and in winter and autumn for high Kp conditions. As shown in Ta-318

ble 1, much of the hemispheric asymmetry during low Kp conditions from the evening319

MLT sector. For example, in winter the FAC in the NH is stronger than in the SH by320

a factor of 1.13 in the MLT range between 1 and 12, while in the MLT range between321

13 and 24 the NH is 1.28 times stronger than the SH. In summary, the values of the NH/SH322

ratios confirm that the hemispheric asymmetry is larger during low than high activity323

conditions, which is in accordance of the results reported in Paper 1 for all seasons to-324
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(i) DF Kp < 2 Kp  2

Figure 6. Median values of integrated FAC (a, b), average CF (d, e) and average DF (g, h)

currents as function of season during low (Kp <2, upper panels) and high (Kp ≥ 2, middle pan-

els) activity levels. The bottom panels show the median NH/SH ratios of FAC (c), CF current

(f) and DF current (i) for the four local seasons during low Kp (solid lines) and high Kp (dashed

lines) conditions.

Figure 5 panels (e-h) show the distributions of median CF currents during low (e,326

f) and high (g, h) activity conditions in the NH and SH during winter and summer. In327

both hemispheres, the median CF current densities both in the dusk and dawn MLT sec-328

tors intensify and expand to lower latitudes as the geomagnetic activity changes from329

low to high conditions. Like for FACs, large hemispheric difference occurs in winter dur-330
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ing low activity conditions with larger median CF current density in the NH than in the331

SH.332

Figure 6 panels (d, e) show the seasonal variations of the average CF currents in333

the NH and SH during low (d) and high (e) geomagnetic activity conditions for all sea-334

sons. During low activity conditions larger average CF currents are flowing in the NH335

than in the SH for all local seasons. During high activity conditions the average CF cur-336

rents are larger in the NH for local winter and autumn, while the currents are larger in337

the SH in the local spring and summer seasons.338

Figure 6 panel (f) shows the median NH/SH ratios of the horizontal CF currents339

as a function of local seasons during low and high activity conditions. During low ac-340

tivity conditions, the values of the median ratios are 1.14 ± 0.03 in winter, 1.04 ± 0.05341

in spring, 1.10 ± 0.05 in autumn and 1.06 ± 0.05 in summer. Table 1 shows that much342

of the hemispheric differences come from the evening MLT sector. Like for FACs, the343

largest asymmetry occurs in winter and autumn seasons. During high activity conditions,344

the NH/SH ratios are 1.06 ± 0.03, 0.94 ± 0.02, 1.09 ± 0.03 and 0.98 ± 0.02 in winter,345

spring, autumn and summer, respectively. In this case, the largest hemispheric asym-346

metry is observed in autumn, and the average CF current in spring is larger in the SH347

than in the NH.348

Figure 5 panels (i-l) show the distributions of the median DF currents during low349

(i, j) and high (k, l) activity conditions in the NH and SH during winter and summer.350

In both hemispheres, the WEJ intensifies more than the EEJ as the activity changes from351

low to high conditions. Like FACs and CF currents, clear hemispheric difference in the352

median DF currents occur in winter under low activity conditions, with larger current353

density in the NH than SH. Apart from the hemispheric differences in the magnitudes354

of DF currents, an interesting winter-summer difference is observed in both hemispheres355

between 19 and 23 MLTs, which is the Harang discontinuity region. In the local winter,356

an overlap between EEJ and WEJ with sharp latitudinal separation occurs during both357

low and high activity conditions and in both hemispheres, with the WEJ extending to358

the premidnight sector poleward of the EEJ. In contrast, during summer the EEJ and359

WEJ are separated longitudinally, and there is no clear overlap between EEJ and WEJ360

around the Harang discontinuity region. These two configurations may correspond to361

the expansion-type and rotation-type Harang discontinuities discussed by Amm et al.362

(2000).363

NH/SH ratios of currents during Kp < 2 for different MLT sectors

Seasons
FAC ICF IDF

1-24
MLT

1-12
MLT

13-24
MLT

1-24
MLT

1-12
MLT

13-24
MLT

1-24
MLT

1-12
MLT

13-24
MLT

Winter 1.21 1.13 1.28 1.14 1.15 1.12 1.10 1.06 1.14

Spring 1.12 1.09 1.15 1.04 1.02 1.05 0.98 0.96 1.01

Summer 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.06 1.03 1.08 1.01 0.92 1.09

Autumn 1.17 1.09 1.26 1.10 1.04 1.15 1.03 0.92 1.15

Table 1. Median NH/SH ratios of FACs, horizontal CF and DF currents for different MLT

sectors during low Kp conditions.

Figure 6 panels (g, h) show the seasonal variations of the average DF currents in364

the NH and SH during low (g) and high (h) activity conditions for all seasons. During365
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low activity conditions, larger average DF currents are flowing in the NH than SH for366

local winter, while in the other local seasons the average DF currents are largely sym-367

metric between the hemispheres. During high activity conditions the average DF cur-368

rent is larger in the SH for local spring, while larger DF currents are flowing in the NH369

than in the SH for local winter and autumn. In the local summer the average DF cur-370

rents from the two hemispheres are equal.371

Figure 6 panel (i) shows the median NH/SH ratios of the horizontal DF currents372

as a function of local seasons during low and high activity conditions. In the low activ-373

ity conditions, the NH/SH ratios are 1.10 ± 0.04 in winter, 0.98 ± 0.03 in spring, 1.03374

± 0.03 in autumn and 1.01 ± 0.02 in summer. These values indicate that the largest hemi-375

spheric asymmetry occurs in winter, while the hemispheres are symmetric in the other376

seasons within uncertainty limits. As shown in Table 1, most of the hemispheric asym-377

metry in the median DF current in winter comes from the EEJ, with only little hemi-378

spheric difference in the WEJ. In the evening sector, the EEJ in the NH is larger than379

in the SH by a factor of 1.14. Also in autumn, a significant hemispheric asymmetry ex-380

ists in the evening sector with the EEJ in the NH is larger than in the SH by a factor381

of 1.15. During the high activity case, the NH/SH ratios of DF currents are 1.05 ± 0.03382

in winter, 0.95 ± 0.02 in spring, 1.08 ± 0.03 in autumn and 1.00 ± 0.02 in summer. The383

NH/SH values indicate that the largest hemispheric asymmetry occurs in autumn with384

larger DF current in the NH than in the SH. Like for CF currents, the median NH/SH385

is < 1 indicating that the DF currents are larger in the SH than in the NH in spring.386

5 Conductances from IRI and NRLMSISE models387

Ionospheric conductivity affects the electromagnetic coupling between the ionosphere388

and magnetosphere (Newell et al., 1996). In Paper 1, we speculated that background con-389

ductivity during low Kp conditions may play a role in inter-hemispheric asymmetry of390

currents. The high latitude ionospheric conductivities are produced by the solar extreme391

ultraviolet (EUV) radiation and precipitating energetic particles. Ionization due to so-392

lar EUV radiation depends smoothly on the solar zenith angle, while particle precipi-393

tation varies rapidly both in space and time depending on the geomagnetic activity level394

(e.g., Sheng et al., 2014). The electric conductivity due to these ionization processes de-395

pends also on the atmospheric composition and magnetic field strength.396

Under quiet geomagnetic conditions ionospheric conductivity due to precipitating397

particles is relatively small, so in the dayside the ionospheric conductivity variations are398

dominated by solar illumination. During nighttime, the solar induced ionization in the399

E-region decays rapidly, and the conductance variations are dominated by precipitation.400

We calculate the height integrated Pedersen (ΣP ) and Hall (ΣH) conductivities for401

one representative day per local season under similar geomagnetic and solar activity con-402

ditions. We use the results to asses the degree of asymmetry in the ionospheric conduc-403

tivities between the NH and SH. The electron and ion density profiles are taken from404

the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI-2016) model (Bilitza et al., 2017), and the405

neutral density profiles are calculated from the Naval Research Laboratory Mass Spec-406

trometer Incoherent Scatter Radar (NRLMSISE-00) model (Picone et al., 2002). The407

input parameters to the IRI-2016 and NRLMSISE-00 models are location, date and time,408

as well as the F10.7, F10.7a, Ap indices and the sunspot number (Rz). We run the two409

models for geomagnetically quiet conditions using the following values: F10.7=40 sfu,410

F10.7a=40 sfu, Ap=3 (which is equal to Kp=1−), and Rz=30. The resulting Hall and411

Pedersen conductivities are height-integrated in the altitude range 90-200 km. Detailed412

description of the conductivity calculation and height-integration are given in the Ap-413

pendix.414
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Figure 7. Height integrated Pedersen (top panels) and Hall (bottom panels) conductivities in

Siemens (S) during local winter (a, b) and summer (c, d) solstices in the NH and SH in AACGM

latitude and MLT coordinates averaged over 00-24 UT. Note that the color scales in (a) and (b)

as well as (c) and (d) are different.

Figure 7 illustrates distributions of the Pedersen and Hall conductances averaged415

over 00-24 UT for the local winter and summer solstices in the NH and SH. In both lo-416

cal winter and summer solstices, conductivities are highest on the dayside at the low-417

est latitudes. However, the latitudinal and MLT distributions of conductances are dif-418

ferent in different hemispheres. In the local winter, the maximum conductances are higher419

in the NH than in the SH, while in the local summer, the maximum values are higher420

in the SH than in the NH. In the local winter solstices, the conductances are very small421

and in the night sector (18–06 MLT) both Pedersen and Hall conductances are below422

0.2 S. Furthermore, the auroral oval is not visible in conductances, neither during win-423

ter nor summer solstice.424

The hemispheric difference in the solar EUV produced conductances, which seem425

to dominate the IRI results, can be attributed to several factors. One of the factor is that426

the Earth receives more sunlight in December solstice (NH winter/SH summer) than in427

June solstice (NH summer/SH winter) due to the change in the Sun-Earth distance. The428

Earth receives about 7% more solar radiation flux in December solstice than in June sol-429

stice, which leads to about 3 % difference in the E-region electron density (assuming α-430

type recombination), and would result in the NH/SH ratio of 1.03 for winter and 0.97431

for summer. Moreover, higher conductance in the SH than in the NH may also be due432

to the larger offset between geographic and magnetic poles. The SH magnetic pole lies433

at a lower geographic latitude than NH magnetic pole, resulting in larger diurnal vari-434

ations of the solar zenith angle and greater ionospheric conductances on average in the435

SH high-latitude (60◦- 80◦). The weaker magnetic field strength in the SH high-latitude436

region (60◦- 80◦) also results in larger conductance in the SH than in the NH for sim-437

ilar solar zenith angles (see Equations A.1 and A.2).438

The seasonal variations as well as the hemispheric asymmetry of conductances are
more clearly seen from the average values and the corresponding NH/SH ratios. Table
2 shows the weighted average Pedersen and Hall conductances for all local seasons. They
are calculated as

〈Σ〉 =
1

S

M∑
m=1

ΣmSm, (3)

where Σm is conductance in grid cell m, Sm is area of grid cell and S=
∑M
m=1 Sm. In both439

hemispheres, the average conductances vary with season with the smallest and largest440
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values in the local winter and summer solstices, respectively. This is due to the fact that441

the solar irradiance, which seems to be the dominant cause for high latitude ionospheric442

electron density during low geomagnetic activity condition in the IRI model, has a strong443

dependence on seasons. The conductances are larger in the NH than in the SH during444

local winter and autumn seasons, while in the local spring and summer the values are445

larger in the SH than in the NH. The average values of Pedersen and Hall conductances446

in winter given by the model seem to be too small (< 0.5 S) to support realistic iono-447

spheric currents. This may be related to the fact that the auroral oval caused by par-448

ticle precipitation is not reproduced in the model. In each hemisphere, the average con-449

ductances in the local spring and autumn are not identical. In the NH, the conductances450

in the local autumn are larger than in spring, while in the SH, the conductances are slightly451

larger in the local spring than in autumn. The larger spring-autumn asymmetry in the452

NH than in the SH seems in accordance with the spring-autumn asymmetries seen on453

the FACs and horizontal currents, which we have discussed in Sections 3 and 4.454

In order to quantify the extent of the seasonal variations of conductances in each455

hemisphere, we take the difference of the average values between the local summer and456

winter solstices. The summer-winter difference of Pedersen (Hall) conductances in the457

NH are 2.65 S (4.67 S), while the values are 2.99 S (5.23 S) in the SH. The seasonal vari-458

ations in both Pedersen and Hall conductances are larger in the SH than in the NH. This459

is also in line with the result reported in Section 3 that the seasonal variation in auro-460

ral currents is larger in the SH than in the NH.

Average conductances within 60◦- 80◦ AACGM latitude for Kp= 1−, F10.7=40

Winter Spring Autumn Summer
〈ΣP 〉 〈ΣH〉 〈ΣP 〉 〈ΣH〉 〈ΣP 〉 〈ΣH〉 〈ΣP 〉 〈ΣH〉

NH 0.26 0.44 1.25 2.16 1.47 2.65 2.91 5.11

SH 0.23 0.43 1.38 2.26 1.25 2.19 3.22 5.66

NH/SH 1.13 1.02 0.91 0.96 1.18 1.21 0.90 0.90

Table 2. Average Pedersen and Hall conductances in Siemens (S), and the corresponding

NH/SH ratios for the four local seasons during low activity condition.
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Figure 8. The NH/SH ratios of average conductances for the four local seasons.
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Figure 8 shows the NH to SH ratios of average Pedersen and Hall conductances.461

The NH/SH ratios of both the Pedersen and Hall conductance have the largest values462

in autumn and winter seasons and smallest values in summer and spring. This is in agree-463

ment with the hemispheric asymmetry in the FACs and horizontal CF and DF currents464

during low activity conditions (see Figure 6). However, the peak NH/SH ratio of about465

1.2 for both conductances is in autumn, while for low Kp conditions, the peak value both466

for FACs and horizontal currents comes always in winter (Figure 6).467

Overall, the NH/SH ratios seem to indicate the presence of hemispheric difference468

in average conductances. However, the average values of conductances estimated from469

the IRI model, especially in winter, are too small to support realistic ionospheric cur-470

rents. In addition, the nighttime conductances are very small and the auroral oval is not471

reproduced by the model during any local season. Certainly, the smaller nighttime con-472

ductance values and the missing auroral oval limit the reliability of the results. However,473

these calculations still indicate that there are some hemispheric differences in the aver-474

age conductances, but they do not seem to fully explain the observed hemispheric asym-475

metries in the currents.476

6 Discussion and conclusions477

In this paper, we have investigated the effect of seasons on the hemispheric asym-478

metry of FACs and ionospheric horizontal currents during low and high magnetic activ-479

ity conditions using five years of Swarm vector magnetic field measurements. We find480

that both the seasons and geomagnetic activity level affect the hemispheric asymmetry481

in currents.482

The most important findings of this paper are the following:483

• Considering all data with Kp < 6+, hemispheric asymmetry in auroral currents484

is largest in winter and autumn and smallest in summer and spring. The NH/SH485

ratio for FACs in winter, autumn, spring and summer are 1.17 ± 0.05, 1.14 ± 0.05,486

1.07 ± 0.04 and 1.02 ± 0.04, respectively.487

• NH/SH ratios during all seasons for FACs and in most cases for horizontal cur-488

rents are higher for low Kp (< 2) than high Kp (≥ 2) conditions. This is in ac-489

cordance with Paper 1.490

• In Paper 1, we found that for high Kp conditions and all seasons together, the NH/SH491

ratio for currents was about 1, when the uncertainty limits were taken into account.492

However, now we find that also for high Kp, the NH/SH ratio is above 1 in win-493

ter and autumn with statistical significance.494

• Evening sector contributes more to the high NH/SH ratio than the morning sec-495

tor. For example, for low Kp conditions and for FACs, the NH/SH ratio for 13-496

24 MLT is 1.28 (1.26) in winter (autumn) and for 01-12 MLT 1.13 (1.09) in win-497

ter (autumn).498

• Summer-to-winter ratio of FACs is 1.33 in NH and 1.53 in SH. For horizontal CF499

and DF currents, summer-to-winter ratio values range from 1.45 to 1.58. All val-500

ues are in accordance with earlier studies of summer-to-winter ratios. However,501

it is worth noticing that the amplitude of the seasonal variations in auroral cur-502

rents is larger in the SH than in the NH.503

• In the NH the currents are stronger in autumn than spring, with autumn-to-spring504

ratios 1.06 for FAC, 1.12 for CF and 1.10 for DF currents. In the SH, auroral cur-505

rents in spring and autumn are equal.506

• Seasonal dependence is stronger in the EEJ than in the WEJ: the summer-to-winter507

ratios of EEJ (WEJ) are 1.77 (1.26) and 1.97 (1.26) in the NH and SH, respec-508

tively. This may be related to the fact that the EEJ is dominated by convection509
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electric field, and hence the role of the background conductivity can be expected510

to play a larger role than for WEJ, which is dominated by conductivity produced511

by electron precipitation (Kamide & Kokubun, 1996).512

The physical mechanisms producing the hemispheric asymmetry are not presently513

understood. However, the fact that the observed hemispheric asymmetry depends both514

on local seasons and geomagnetic activity conditions suggest that both the local iono-515

spheric conditions, such as magnetic field strength or daily variations in insolation, as516

well as external forcing from the magnetosphere associated with orientations of the IMF517

components may play a role.518

We calculated the background ionospheric conductances during low magnetic ac-519

tivity conditions from the IRI, NRLMSISE and CHAOS models in Section 5 in order to520

understand the role of local ionospheric conditions on the hemispheric asymmetry. The521

results show seasonal variations of conductances in both hemispheres, which interestingly522

produces NH/SH ratios having maxima in local winter and autumn. However, the av-523

erage conductance values are too small to support flow of significant ionospheric current524

in the local winter season during the nighttime. Moreover, background ionospheric con-525

ductances based on the IRI model don’t reproduce conductivities due to precipitation526

in the auroral oval. The results indicate that only a small part of the seasonal depen-527

dence in the NH/SH total current ratios can be explained by variations in the background528

solar induced conductances.529

Recent statistical studies (e.g., Laundal & Østgaard, 2009; Østgaard & Laundal,530

2013; Østgaard et al., 2015, and references therein) have shown hemispheric asymme-531

tries in the auroral intensities. These are obviously related to particle precipitation and532

associated conductance enhancements. The asymmetric auroral intensities are also at-533

tributed to hemispheric differences in the solar wind dynamo efficiency when the IMF534

has a significant Bx component. In their review paper, Østgaard et al. (2015) reported535

that the auroral intensity is stronger in the NH (SH) with Bx < 0 (Bx > 0).536

In addition to ionospheric conductances, the FACs and horizontal currents are re-537

lated to the electric field imposed on the ionosphere by the ionosphere-magnetosphere538

coupling as well as IMF By polarity. Pettigrew et al. (2010) have conducted a statisti-539

cal study on the dipole tilt angle dependency, which is related to seasonal variations, and540

hemispheric symmetry of the high-latitude convection pattern and cross polar cap po-541

tential using Super Dual Auroral Radar Netwok (SuperDARN) measurements. Their re-542

sult show that when the hemispheres are compared under opposite signs of IMF By, the543

cross polar cap potential of the hemisphere with IMF By <0 is larger. Using data from544

POGO, Magsat, CHAMP, and Swarm, Smith et al. (2017) have found a seasonal depen-545

dent hemispherical asymmetry response of auroral electrojet to the polarity of IMF By.546

They found stronger (weaker) auroral electrojet currents in the NH than in the SH dur-547

ing By > 0 (By < 0) around the local winter. However, they didn’t find significant548

By effect on the auroral electrojet in the local summer season.549

Hence, external forcing related to hemispherically asymmetric particle precipita-550

tions and magnetospheric convection electric field is likely to contribute to the hemispheric551

asymmetry in the FACs and ionospheric horizontal currents. In the next paper we will552

investigate the effect of IMF on the hemispheric asymmetry of auroral current systems553

in order to further gauge the conditions where significant asymmetries appear.554
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Appendix: Formulae for conductance calculation555

The altitude profiles of Pedersen and Hall conductivities are calculated using the556

following formulae557

σP =
eNe
B

[
νenΩe
ν2en + Ω2

e

+ ri1
νin1Ωi1
ν2in1 + Ω2

i1

+ ri2
νin2Ωi2
ν2in2 + Ω2

i2

+ ri3
νin3Ωi3
ν2in3 + Ω2

i3

]
(A.1)

and558

σH =
eNe
B

[
Ω2
e

ν2en + Ω2
e

− ri1
Ω2
i1

ν2in1 + Ω2
i1

− ri2
Ω2
i2

ν2in2 + Ω2
i2

− ri3
Ω2
i3

ν2in3 + Ω2
i3

]
, (A.2)

where e is the electron charge, B is the magnetic field, Ne is the electron density, Ωe is559

the electron gyro frequency, Ωi is the ion gyro frequency, νen is the electron-neutral col-560

lision frequency and νinj are the ion-neutral collision frequencies for three ion species j =561

1, 2, 3, which are NO+, O+
2 and O+, respectively. The relative contributions of these ions562

are rij ε [0, 1]. The CHAOS-6 model is used to calculate the magnetic field.563

The electron-neutral and ion-neutral collision frequencies are calculated using the
formula given by Schunk and Nagy (2009) as follows, where the three most important
neutral species O2, N2 and O are included.

νen = 2.33× 10−17 × n(N2)×
[
1− 1.21× 10−4 × Te

]
× Te

+ 1.82× 10−16 × n(O2)×
[
1 + 3.6× 10−2 ×

√
Te)
]
×
√
Te

+ 8.9× 10−17 × n(O)×
[
1 + 5.7× 10−4 × Te

]
×
√
Te

(A.3)

νin1 = 4.34× 10−16 × n(N2) + 4.27× 10−16 × n(O2)

+ 2.44× 10−16 × n(O)
(A.4)

νin2 = 4.13× 10−16 × n(N2) + 2.31× 10−16 × n(O)

+ 2.59× 10−17 × n(O2)×
√
Tr ×

(
1− 0.073× log10(Tr)

)2 (A.5)

νin3 = 6.82× 10−16 × n(N2) + 6.66× 10−16 × n(O2)

+ 3.67× 10−17 × n(O)×
√
Tr ×

(
1− 0.064× log10(Tr)

)2
,

(A.6)

where n(N2), n(O2) and n(O) are number densities of N2, O2 and O, respectively, Te,564

Ti and Tn are electron, ion and neutral temperatures, respectively, and Tr = Ti+Tn

2 .565

The Pedersen and Hall conductances are height integrated as

ΣP =

N∑
k=1

σP (zk)δz (A.7)

and

ΣH =

N∑
k=1

σH(zk)δz (A.8)

where N is the number of altitudes between 90 and 200 km and δz is the altitude res-566

olution. In our calculation δz was 2 km.567
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